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HEAD START NEWS

Ms. Bonessi’s class at Saturn

Wonderful Nature Play in all of our schools.
Ms. Smith’s class at Sherwood



Transportation Unit in Ms. Dunwoody’s classroom at Port Malabar.
Principal Rubick and Assistant Principal Scott and the school’s

security came to participate!

What fun!

Cho cho!



CURRICULUM PACING GUIDE
Monday, March 5

SPRING AND GROWING
Unit 8 Week - 1

SECOND STEP - Week 19
NEWUNIT BEGINNING

Ms. Woodberry's teaching
team at Endeavour is

working on fine motor with
subitizing numbers! Perfect
activity for three-year old
to develop those hand
muscles for pre-writing

development! Small group
instruction doesn't always
have to be at the table!



VIII. Creative Expression Through the Arts Domain

B. Music
Expresses and represents thought, observations,

imagination, feelings, experiences and knowledge in
individual and group music activities



Ms. Clemmer's class at Endeavour has been learning about
transportation and how food gets to the store. The children

were interested where eggs came from before being
shipped to the supermarket. Since the next unit talks about

Spring and Growing Things, she began an experiment.

Ms. Clemmer talked about where eggs come from and how
many days it takes before the eggs could turn into chicks.
The children graphed the number of days they have already
put them in the incubator. They are counting howmany
days are left before they hatch, using a number chain. The
children are making predictions if it will take all the days or

if some will hatch early or later.
(VI.A.2.a.3.a.b.c.d/B.1.a.b.c.d.e., V.F.4.5.)

Ms. Oakley showed the children how the embryo grows
inside by shutting off the lights and using a flashlight to see
inside the eggs. They could see all the veins that are growing
inside to feed the embryo and Ms. Clemmer connected
them to the veins in the children's arms that pump blood
through them. (VI.B.1.a.b.c.d.e.; VI.F.1.c.: IV.A.1.a.b.2.a.b.)

The children are learning new vocabulary words such as
egg, incubator, embryo, early, late, humidity, hatch &

change. (IV.C.1.a.b, 2.a.b.c.d.)



Transportation Unit in
Ms. Bonessi’s

classroom at Saturn



Ms. Tucker’s class at Discovery
belly breathing with animals and
jumping on the trampoline to
Hickety Pickety Bumblebee. As
they were jumping they were

counting syllables in their name.
This is how they transitioned to

centers.



VPK Picnic at Saturn for
Ms. Bonessi and Ms.
Rotan’s classes



March 2


